Video fragment processing by Ky Fan norm
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ABSTRACT

In this study, we focused on the formalization of video frame descriptions in the context of solving video segmentation problem. Since native video data can have various sizes, dividing each frame into blocks allows present image frame as a square matrix for a formal description. The frame block is a matrix of arbitrary dimensions. The ability to skip the step of matrix transformation to a square dimension or vectorization using some descriptor allows to reduce computational costs, freeing up computational resources required for this transformation. In our study, we used Ky Fan norm value as image frame block descriptor. The Ky Fan norm is built on top of matrix singular values. A singular decomposition does not impose restrictions on either the dimension or the character of the elements of the original matrix. We conducted a comparative analysis of the effectiveness of the obtained descriptor for different video data sizes and with different aspect ratios, showing that the change in the descriptor for each block is independent of the video size and aspect ratios. Changes in the descriptors for each block from frame to frame are identical for video data of varying sizes. This means that as a result of such fragment transform, a square matrix of a fixed size is created, regardless of the output video size. This makes it possible to unify further processing of the video, which can be useful for the task of information search in large video databases under the conditions of providing a query “ad exemplum”. In this case, we can analyze the existing database in offline mode and match each video with a fixed square matrix of descriptors, which will significantly reduce the time and amount of resources when matching with the query. Also, this approach can be effectively used to analyze video data for the motion detection and scene change tracking.
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INTRODUCTION

Video data segmentation is an area of current interests in the field of video processing and computer science. It affects dealing with big data storages, streaming video analysis, processing data from surveillance cameras and so on. Recent research has focused on fast and real time video data processing [1, 2], scene change detection [3, 4], semantic segmentation of video data [5]. Modern approaches suggest mathematical apparatus like time series, cluster analysis, and can be successfully applicable to detect scene changes and key frames [6, 7].

The quality of video data is increasing, as a result, increase in the data amount in each frame, complicating data processing. In the context of scene change, there is not always a need to analyze the entire frame. It is practical to divide the frame into blocks with subsequent analysis of each block separately. This approach allows determining the region of interest that deserves attention.

Parallel calculation provides a time advantage, but the calculation complexity remains [8]. Reducing the block size for analysis offers advantages not only in time but also in calculation speed.

When it comes to solving video stream segmentation and identification of key frames, attention should be paid to the formation of descriptors and the method of comparing two descriptors. This topic is wide enough and is actively developed. Newest achievements and novel mechanisms are published in [9, 10], [11, 12]. Descriptor-based approaches allow to reduce dimension of a multidimensional source data significantly, on the other hand – its calculation still require full processing of video frame (block). So, having in place meaningful metric retrieved from multidimensional source data directly rather than vectorized representation allow to skip one step of the processing comparing to traditional approach [13]. At the same time, such approaches allow you to compare videos of different lengths [14, 15] however, questions remain with comparing videos of...
different dimensions. When dealing with native video data, we will one way or other encounter transformations of non-square matrices. Almost all available techniques use summarizing methods to equalize the size of the matrices which lead to loss some parts of information. Approach present a non-square determinant kernel based on Radic’s definition for efficient video data search [16].

Real video data is non-square. If we consider dividing the frame into blocks of 10x10 or 20x20, we get a frame square matrix description, where each element is a non-square matrix. Ability to skip the step of matrix transformation to square dimension or vectorization using a descriptor allows reducing computational costs and forming a frame square matrix description.

Special attention should be pay to the matrix decomposition, which allows representing the original matrix’s block in a form that has the required characteristic, such as symmetry, orthogonality, and etc. In machine learning, matrix decomposition is actively used to detect hidden patterns and connections in the output data. The most used matrix decompositions that allow one to reduce dimension are the principal component method, nonnegative matrix decomposition, and singular decomposition. The use of matrices opens wide possibilities in the application of existing methods and approaches [17, 18]. In video processing, it is essential to have a technique that is insensitive to the size of the data source due to the non-square nature of the video frame (block).

In the research [19], singular value decomposition of the matrix and the Ky Fan norm are proposed for scene change analysis. We decided to apply this approach to create a square matrix describing the frame with subsequent scene change analysis in each block of the frame separately. We analyzed changes in the Ky Fan norm from frame to frame in the context of the video frame size.

**THE PURPOSE OF THE ARTICLE**

Considering the fact that in the most general case, the video entering the input of any system for further analysis can be of arbitrary size and aspect ratio, there is a need to reduce it to some unified compact description so that it can be easily compared with other video in the future (with a different resolution or aspect ratio) to find matches. However, one of the shortcomings in existing matrix approaches for video comparison is the need for matrix consistency.

Thus, the purpose of this article is to develop a video preprocessing method to obtain a compact video description based on singular value decomposition (SVD) applied to rectangular video blocks with a square matrix of descriptors as result. Since Ky Fan norm is built on top of SVD, it was taken as a descriptor for individual video block. Video frame is represented as a sequence of image blocks which in turn are matrices. For each block matrix SVD is applied so that Ky Fan norm can be retrieved. The approach is based not only on fixing scene changing in the blocks, but also on the analysis of the change in the descriptor value depending on the size of the video data.

**MAIN PART**

**SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION. KY FAN NORM OVERVIEW**

The singular value decomposition is the most common and useful decomposition in computer vision. The goal of computer vision is to explain the three dimensional world through two dimensional pictures. In the real world, most of these pictures will produce both square and non-square singular matrices and transformations. Inverting transformations from two dimensions to three dimensions will therefore not be completely accurate, but can be estimated quite well through singular value decomposition. Singular value decomposition will also allow us to establish a sense of order in objects and is therefore useful whenever attempting to compare.

In video processing it is worthwhile to have technique insensitive to the dimension of a source data due to the non-square nature of video frame. Dealing with row matrix allows reduce computational costs significantly because in this case we can avoid vectorization of a source matrix or transformation into another form like square one for further processing.

Possible technique with such characteristics is singular values decomposition. It allows use initial matrix without dimension transformations. The singular value decomposition (SVD) for m × n matrix A is a factorization of the form

\[ A = U \Sigma V^T, \]

where U is an m × m complex unitary matrix, Σ is an m × n diagonal matrix with non-negative real numbers on the diagonal, and V is an n × n complex unitary matrix.

If A is real, U and V can be guaranteed to be also real orthogonal matrices. In such contexts, the SVD is often denoted

\[ A = U \Sigma V^T. \]
The SVD is related to many common matrix norms and provides an efficient method to calculate them. It follows from our existence proof for the SVD that

$$\|A\|_2=(\rho(A^*A))^{1/2} = \sigma_1(A),$$

and this equivalence provides the standard method to calculate the matrix 2-norm, e.g. in Matlab’s norm \((A,2).\) More generally, the sum of the first \(k\) singular values

$$\|A\|_{k}^{\text{KF}} = \sigma_1(A) + ... + \sigma_k(A),$$

is a matrix norm, called the Ky Fan \(k\)-norm. In practice, the parameter is selected as 85% of the total number of eigenvalues.

The last of the Ky Fan norms, the sum of all singular values, is the trace norm or nuclear norm defined by

$$\|A\|_T = \text{Tr}((A^*A)^{1/2}) = \sigma_1(A) + ... + \sigma_n(A).$$

The Frobenius/Hilbert-Schmidt norm

$$\|A\|_{\text{HS}} = (\text{Tr}(A^*A))^{1/2} = (\sigma_1^2(A) + ... + \sigma_n^2(A))^{1/2}.$$

More information related to the SVD approach and derivation can be found in [20].

Singular value decomposition does not require source matrix to be square which makes it easily applicable for video processing. The point is that support of matrices of any dimension gives flexibility in source data representation. Technical to represent video frames can be based even on source image as well as any composition of descriptors without additional transformations.

Singular value decomposition metrics and norms are the standard approach to video analysis, but non-square norms is quite a modern trend.

**APPLICATION OF KY FAN NORM FOR THE FRAGMENT PROCESSING**

In this section we will consider results produced by developed application. The experiments were carried out for 10 videos with various sizes and various technical characteristics related to different domains: video from surveillance cameras, modeling of geometric surfaces, animation clip. In our experiments, we used videos of the following formats: 825x480, 1280x720 and 1920x1080. First step is to represent source videos as a sequence of frames. An example of such a representation is shown in Fig. 1. Then each frame is converted from RGB to grayscale model so that the value of each pixel carries only intensity information. Thus, problems associated with color rendering and color perceptions are excluded from consideration.

An alternative to this approach is to use a transition to another color space, for example HSV, which is also focused primarily on the intensity value. The result of frame-by-frame processing is a new video source in grayscale model with marked blocks and values of Ky Fan norms for each block is shown on Fig. 2 with one block zoomed in to better illustrate the result.

Every frame of each different size videos has been divided on 5x5, 10x10 and 20x20 blocks. We received matrix 5x5, 10x10 and 20x20 for same video sources: 825x480, 1280x720 and 1920x1080. Received matrix block of a size is applicable for SVD transformation so singular values are calculated. As a result, Ky Fan norm is found for each block and difference between them is taken. Now we consider results of Ky Fan norm application for video fragmentation for several test videos.

When dividing the 5x5 frame, we received the following block sizes 170x96, 256x144, 384x216 for video formats 825x480, 1280x720 and 1920x1080. An example of a 5 by 5 split of one frame from a video of different sizes is shown in Fig. 3. The total number of blocks is 25 per frame. At the same time, you can see that the values of the Ky Fan norm differ both for individual blocks within the frame and for the same blocks on frames of different resolutions. And if the first difference is not in doubt, then the differences in the norm values for video frames of different dimensions forced us to study their changes in more detail to obtain an answer about the possibility of carrying out such a unification of videos of different dimensions.
For this purpose, graphs of Ky Fan norm values were constructed for all video sequences individual blocks of all sizes considered. The Fig. 4 shows the Ky Fan norm correlations for each format (a) 825x480, (b) 1280x720, and (c) 1920x1080. The X-axis is the frame numbers, the Y-axis is the Ky Fan's norm value. Blocks of the frame are marked in color. From the given data, we can conclude that the correlation of the Ky Fan norm does not depend on the format and size of the video source.

In other words, the difference in blocks on the same frames of different sizes is associated only with the number of pixels when calculating the Ky Fan norm and, accordingly, differ only by the corresponding coefficient, which does not affect the trends of changes that occur in the video itself. This can be seen both for blocks in which movements occurred and, accordingly, there were changes, and for essentially background blocks in which there were no changes throughout the entire video fragment.

Next, an experiment was carried out with a dividing a 10x10 frame, we received the following block sizes 85x48, 128x72, 192x108 for video formats 825x480, 1280x720 and 1920x1080 as its shown on Fig. 5.
The total number of blocks is 100 per frame. The Fig. 6 shows the segment 1 Ky Fan normal correlations for each format (a) 825x480, (b) 1280x720, and (c) 1920x1080. Since the number of blocks is significant, the first block (upper left corner) was chosen for clarity. From the given data, we can concluded that the Ky Fan’s norm correlation is preserved with small deviations.

Next, when we dividing videos on a 20x20 frame, we received the following block sizes 42x24, 64x36, 96x54 for video formats 825x480, 1280x720 and 1920x1080. The result of this partition is shown in Fig. 7. The total number of blocks is 200 per frame. The Fig. 8 shows the Ky Fan normal correlations for each format (a) – 825x480, (b) – 1280x720, and (c) – 1920x1080.

For clarity, the first block (upper left corner) was selected. From the given data, we can conclude that the correlation of the form of Ky Fan has significant deviations.

Also, in our experiments, we used videos of the formats: 640x480, 960x720 and 1440x1080 to look at the result when analyzing video with an aspect ratio of 4:3. To do this, we also divided the video of these formats into blocks; an example of such a division into 25 fragments (5 by 5) is shown in Fig. 9.
The Fig. 10 shows the Ky Fan norm correlations for each format for frame 13. As you can see, changing the aspect ratio does not affect the selection of descriptors using the Ky Fan norm.

Table 1 shows the norm results for the first 30 frames of the video in three different dimensions. As can be seen from the obtained values, the trends of change are preserved, and the difference in value is associated with the different number of eigenvalues after SVD, which we take to calculate the Ky Fan norm.

As can be seen from Table 2, if we take the ratio of values for video resolutions of 640x480 and 960x720, then the number of pixels is related as 2 to 3. At the same time, the ratio of Ky Fan norms for fragments is also preserved and is equal to approximately 0.66 with an error of 3-4 decimal places.

It is also easy to trace the same exact relationship (2 to 3 for video and 0.66 for Ky Fan norms) for videos with sizes 960x720 and 1440x1080 with the corresponding norm value.
Thus, it has been experimentally established that an increase in the number of blocks in combination with the video source size leads to a decrease in the output matrix dimensionality for the SVD transformation and, as a result, a significant deviation in the Ky Fan norm correlation. If the size of the input matrix is lower than the threshold value, then the standard deviation becomes significant. Changing the video size leads to an increase in the norm value by the corresponding coefficient.

In order to visualize results of Ky Fan norm usage for video analysis Python 3.10.11 application was developed and launched on Intel Core i5 processor with 16 gb RAM and Windows OS installed. The application has dependencies from two open source libraries with Apache license: OpenCV version 4.7.0 and numpy version 1.24.3.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Since native video data can have various sizes, dividing each frame into blocks allows present image frame as an equal square matrix for a formal description. The frame block is a matrix of arbitrary dimensions. Rectangular fragment analysis of video

---

**Table 1. Segment 13 Ky Fan norm fluctuations values for first 30 frames divided by 25 blocks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Size</th>
<th>640x480</th>
<th>960x720</th>
<th>1440x1080</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Block</td>
<td>13348</td>
<td>19981</td>
<td>30075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Block</td>
<td>13343</td>
<td>20043</td>
<td>30067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Block</td>
<td>13315</td>
<td>20026</td>
<td>30023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Block</td>
<td>13293</td>
<td>20992</td>
<td>29952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Block</td>
<td>13295</td>
<td>21068</td>
<td>29971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Block</td>
<td>13317</td>
<td>21436</td>
<td>30028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th Block</td>
<td>13360</td>
<td>21448</td>
<td>30093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th Block</td>
<td>13360</td>
<td>21453</td>
<td>30070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th Block</td>
<td>13427</td>
<td>21451</td>
<td>20970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th Block</td>
<td>13569</td>
<td>21442</td>
<td>20990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th Block</td>
<td>13343</td>
<td>21507</td>
<td>21530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th Block</td>
<td>13348</td>
<td>21505</td>
<td>21538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th Block</td>
<td>13315</td>
<td>21501</td>
<td>21533</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Segment 13 Ky Fan norm correlations for first 30 frames divided by 25 blocks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Size</th>
<th>640x480</th>
<th>960x720</th>
<th>1440x1080</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Block</td>
<td>0.6659</td>
<td>0.6657</td>
<td>0.6658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Block</td>
<td>0.6652</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>0.6662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Block</td>
<td>0.6651</td>
<td>0.6657</td>
<td>0.6662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Block</td>
<td>0.6649</td>
<td>0.6665</td>
<td>0.6662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Block</td>
<td>0.6657</td>
<td>0.6665</td>
<td>0.6662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Block</td>
<td>0.6657</td>
<td>0.6660</td>
<td>0.6662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th Block</td>
<td>0.6657</td>
<td>0.6660</td>
<td>0.6662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th Block</td>
<td>0.6657</td>
<td>0.6660</td>
<td>0.6662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th Block</td>
<td>0.6657</td>
<td>0.6660</td>
<td>0.6662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th Block</td>
<td>0.6657</td>
<td>0.6660</td>
<td>0.6662</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
frames using Ky Fan norm and obtaining a square matrix of descriptors is the scientific novelty of this work. From a practical point of view, obtaining an abbreviated description of video frames allows you to reduce both time and computational costs when further solving a whole range of video analysis problems. We conducted a comparative analysis of the effectiveness of the obtained descriptor for different video data sizes, showing that the change in the descriptor for each block is independent of the video size and aspect ratios. However, it has been experimentally shown that the proposed approach to obtaining descriptors depends on how many fragments the video frames are divided into. As the number of fragments increases, more deviations appear in the trends of video sequences for individual frame fragments, which can lead to inaccuracies in further analysis. In the future, we plan to conduct research on the obtained fragmentary descriptions of video frames to solve problems related to motion and changes detection. As an intermediate result, it should be said that our approach allows you to formally describe the frame in the form of a square matrix and apply for it other algorithms for video analysis.
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Фрагментна обробка відео за нормою Кі Фана
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Даний дослідження ми зосередили нашу увагу на способі формалізації опису блоків відеокадрів в контексті рішення задачі відеофрагментації. Оскільки відеодани можуть бути різного розміру, розбиття на блоки кожного кадру дає можливість формально описати кадр як квадратну матрицю. Блок кадру є матриця довільної розмірності. Можливість пропустити крок приведення такої матриці до квадратної, або векторизації за допомогою деякого дескриптора дозволяє знизити обчислювальні витрати, визначаючи обчислювальні ресурси необхідних для цього перетворення. В цьому дослідженні ми використовувого норму Кі Фана в якості дескриптора блоку кадру. Норма Кі Фана побудована на основі сингулярних чисел матриці. Сингулярний розклад не має обмежень ні до розмірності, ні до характеру елементів вихідної матриці. Ми провели порівняльний аналіз ефективності отриманого дескриптора для відео даних різного розміру і з різним відношенням сторін який показав, що зміна дескриптора кожного блоку не залежить ін від розміру відео, ін від відношення сторін. Зміни дескрипторів кожного блоку від кадру до кадру є ідентичними для відеоданих різного розміру. Це означає, що в результаті такого фрагментного перетворення отримується квадратна матриця фіксованого розміру незалежно від розміру вихідного відео. Це дозволяє уніфікувати подальшу обробку відео, що може бути корисним для задачі інформаційного пошуку в великих базах відео даних за умов надання запиту «за зразком». В цьому випадку ми в режимі офлайн можемо проаналізувати існуючу базу і співставити кожному відео фіксовану квадратну матрицю дескрипторів, що дозволить значно зменшити час та кількість ресурсів при співставленні із запитом. Також даний підхід може бути ефективно використаний для аналізу відео даних з метою детектування руху і відстеження зміни сцени.

Ключові слова: фрагментація відеопотоку; Кі Фан норма; декомпозиція сингулярного значення
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